Community Kindness Gratefully Acknowledged

We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the **Fourth Quarter of 2017**.

---

**Community Foundation Administrative Endowment Fund**

*The income from this fund supports the administrative activities of the Foundation.*

- Ann and Tom Alexander
- Roger and Patricia Anderson
- Dunham Fund
- Jean A. Goehlen
  - *In Memory of Barbara Kaufmann*
- William Alexander Greene Trust
- Jane W. Harris
- Barbara Alexander Harty
  - *In Memory of Thomas W. Reeves*
- Brian F. and Elizabeth A. Kish
- Old Second National Bank
- Steven J. Rauschenberger
- Don Weber

**Community Foundation General Fund**

*This fund is a reserve fund that helps to supplement the Foundation’s grantmaking & scholarship activity.*

- Roger and Patricia Anderson
- David and Jean Heffernan
- Michael and Corinne Johnston
  - *In Honor of Roger and Janie Johnston*
- Darrell and Nancy Jordan
- Duane D. and Jeanene K. Suits
- Susan B. Unteed

**Community Foundation Memorial Endowment Fund**

*The following contributions were received as memorials or recognitions for placement in the Foundation’s Memorial Fund. The income from this fund is awarded to non-profit organizations serving the health-related needs of area citizens.*

- Ed Aister
- Norman L. Hessell
  - *In Memory of Thomas W. Reeves*
- John R. Tull
  - *In Memory of Thomas W. Reeves*
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Community Foundation Permanent Endowment Fund

The income from this fund is allocated as grants to assist the charitable needs of area non-profit organizations.

Ed Aister
Deann Alleman
Phyllis Bales
Jim and Ruth Benson
Martha A. Block
  In Memory of Peg and Ernie Aiels
Betty and James Carson
Coffman Truck Sales, Inc.
Gregory and Barbara Harp
  In Honor of Sharon Stredde
Paul and Caryl Herwick
Jean Hilger
  In Memory of Paul "Bud" Hilger, Jr.
Sandra Bauer Lay
Fred and Linda Lemmerhirt
John P. and Ann O’H. Marriner
Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary
Forrest L. and Jeannette A. Nelson
  In Memory of Donald Brownson
Jose G. Perez
Mark and Debbie Trembacki
  In Memory of Raymond and Janice Trembacki
Leslie Wadsworth
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
  On behalf of Robert Novack

Donor Advised Funds

Donor Advised Funds are charitable reserves that enable donors to suggest distributions at a future time to assist the newly identified or emergency needs of their favorite charities, subject to Foundation approval.

Nicholas R. Albers Memorial Advisory Fund

Edward and Carolyn Albers
Marc and Katie Ennis
  In Memory of Nick Albers
Diane and Mike Mazurczak
  In Memory of Nicholas R. Albers
Vicki Schultz
  In Memory of Nick Albers
William and Nicole Sponsler
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**Stewart A. & Claire E. Beach Advisory Fund**  
Stewart A. and Claire E. Beach

**Beds for Kids Fund**  
Daniel A. and Barbara M. Sergi

**Beta Sigma - Sigma Pi Foundation**  
Leo F. Laughlin

**Dunham Advisory Fund**  
Dunham Fund

**For Scout Foundation**  
Kristin and Greg Becker  
*In Celebration of Scout Cantrell on her 13th Birthday*  
Taylor Briar  
*In Celebration of my friend Scout Cantrell*  
Hamilton Automation, LLC & Ray and Donna Hamilton  
Kathy Lawrence  
*In Honor of Martha Swatek*  
Sharon Lohm  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Brian McMeans  
*In Celebration of Giving Tuesday*  
Kristine Miller  
*In Honor of The Armstrong Family*  
Mutual of America Foundation  
*On behalf of James L. Murphy*  
Christine Middleton Nigro  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Alisa Radler  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Barbara Ross  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Amy Santoro  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Kim Schusko  
*In Honor of Scout Cantrell*  
Lynn and Joel Tucker  
*In Memory of Scout Cantrell*  
Carole Velardo  
Jessica Wallace  
*In Celebration of Scout Cantrell*  
Wolff Family  
*In Celebration of Scout Cantrell*

**Erin & Jeff Hartman Family Foundation**  
Erin and Jeff Hartman
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Gary & Mary Hauge Family Fund
  Gary E. and Mary E. Hauge

Peter & Jackie Henning Advisory Fund
  Peter and Jacqueline Henning

HumanaTeen Fund
  David and Julie Hood
  Austin Dempsey
  Joseph D. and Brooke A. Filas
  Brian S. and Margaret K. Leahy
  Joseph P. and Kimberly J. Lyons
  Patrick and Regiena Montague
  Jason and Keli Nitschke
  Profusion Geneva, Inc.
  Lisa Trevino
  Jeffrey J. Yanke
  Robert and Kathleen Zima

The Kristoffer Larsen Big Heart Memorial Foundation
  100 Women Who Care Fox Valley
  Frank A. and Janet L. Aiello
  Craig M. and Catherine L. Anderson
  Stephen A. and Rosemary S. Anderson
  Richard I. and Genevieve L. Angell
  Tyler Anton
    In Honor of Kristoffer Larsen
  Darin and Terra Ayres
  Eric and Kari Bartel
  Donald and Lynn Bartell
  John K. and Ellen M. Bassett
  Patric R. and Robin M. Beattie
  Bart A. and Linda J. Biesecker
  Michael and Donna Bode
  Brisk Engineering Group
  Martha Brown
  Thomas C. and Mary Pat Brown
  JoAnne Bullock
  John T. and Rebecca J. Cain
  Matthew T. and Kristen A. Carlson
  Pete Castiglione
  Matthew and Anne Cesarone
  Peter D. and Jane E. Cladis
  Wayne J. and Barbara B. Conner
  Kim T. Cook
  Stephen Cooke
  Matthew B. and Alexis A. Cooper
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The Kristoffer Larsen Big Heart Memorial Foundation (continued)

James and Carrie Day
Timothy M. and Michelle L. Camerini-Devlin
Fehr Solutions LLC
Christopher E. and Karen M. Fitzgerald
Paul E. and Victoria A. Fladung
Jeff and Susan Forsell
Edward and Cynthia Foster
Gabe’s Construction Company, Inc.
Richard and Julie Gearhart
Geneva Community Chest
Scott J. and Karen O. Gerbec
Larry and Beth Georgia Gies
Benjamin A. and Gina M. Gilchrist
The Gomberg Family

In Memory of Kristoffer Larsen

Douglas J. and Gretchen T. Goodwillie
Sean P. and Dana J. Harkleroad
Stephen and Jeanine Holtsford
Matt and Melissa Hostasa
Randall L. and Karen A. Hradek
Susan Hutter

In Memory of Kristoffer Larsen

David B. and Michelle M. Irwin
Jeffrey W. and Jacqueline M. Russo Ivanoff
Jakubik Family

In Memory of Kristoffer Larsen

JMA Wireless
David J. and Lynda K. Johnson
Lawrence K. and Mary Jane Johnson
Teresa Keenan
Steven J. and Jennifer S. Kelley
Sarah T. Kimber
Alison R. King
Greg and Leigh Ann Klaus
Richard P. and Julie A. Krieger
Tormod and Gry Larsen
Joan K. Lencioni
Lifestyle Design
John P. and Maria E. Cruz-Marschitz
Susan McDonell
McLean Auto Repair
Ross Meloney
James A. and Lisa E. Miller
Gregory T. and Carol S. Mills
Christopher J. and Colleen M. Monahan
Timothy E. and Barbara L. Moran
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The Kristoffer Larsen Big Heart Memorial Foundation (continued)

James P. and Lori C. Murphy
Nokia
Northwestern Memorial HealthCare
Sarah Nosek
Joseph P. and Jessica A. Novak
Mary L. Ogle
Markus D. and Marci D. Olesen
Cheryl A. Olson
Stephen A. and Elizabeth A. Olson
Michael A. and Amy S. Orlando
Christopher and Karen Peruba
John B. and Amber W. Peters
Gregg and Mary Peterson
Teresa M. Pheanis
John F. and Julie L. Pins
Ronald and Andrea Preston
Vickie L. Preston
Mark Reinecke and Marsha Engle
John L. and Amy N. Reynertson
The Seykora Family
Kenneth L. Shearer and Susan F. Leigh
Daniel L. and Candan Crawford Spellman
State Street Jewelers, Inc.
Madlyn A. Steffey
Gerard K. and Patricia B. Stewart
Tamara A. Theall
James M. and Catherine M. Thomson
Robert L. Tracey and Leigh A. Crowley
John P. and Jennifer J. Turcich
Mike and Jamie Twitty
Nancy J. Van Cleve
Arthur M. and Concetta A. Wagner
Steven V. and Bonnie H. Weger
Gerald E. and Cheryl L. Whitten
Wintrust Financial Corporation
Kenneth J. and Mary Kay Yotz
Christopher and Talia Young

Arnold E. & Donna Lies Family Endowment Fund
John and Eileen Miller

Jesse F. Maberry, Jr. Advisory Endowment Fund
Jesse F. Maberry, Jr.

John & Gwen McKee Advisory Fund
John F. McKee
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Norris Fund for the Arts
   Stephen Barthelson
   Dellora A. and Lester J. Norris Foundation
   *Recommended by John D. Norris*
   Dellora A. and Lester J. Norris Foundation
   *Recommended by Linda Wheeler*

Roger & Marilyn Probst Advisory Fund
   Roger P. and Marilyn L. Probst

Edward H. & Marie Clare Schmitt Advisory Fund
   Rita M. Golter
   *In Memory of Edward H. Schmitt*

Shelton Family Fund
   Carol and Lee Haggas
   Ann McLaughlin
   *In Memory of Sam Shelton from Ann, Greg and Leigh*
   Cyndi and Dan Steinbach
   Hal and Karen Theis
   *In Memory of Sam Shelton*

Tom & Mary Jo’s Bowl of Soup Advisory Fund
   David and Midge Schafer

Mark & Pam Truemper Advisory Fund
   Mark and Pam Truemper

Robert W. & Antoinette P. Vaughan Advisory Fund
   Robert W. and Antoinette P. Vaughan

Woman’s Club of Aurora Advisory Endowment Fund
   Barbara Penner
   *In Honor of Dorothy Sullivan*
   Joan H. Stransky
   *In Honor of Dorothy Sullivan*

Scholarship Funds

Scholarship Funds provide assistance to area students furthering their education beyond the secondary school level.

AEEF Scholarship Fund
   Aurora East Educational Foundation
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Nicholas R. Albers Memorial Scholarship Fund
Fred Schultz, M.D.
   *In Memory of Nick Albers*
Brett and Marianne Williams

Aurora Area Retired Teachers’ Association Scholarship Endowment Fund
Linda J. Allison
   Aurora Area Retired Teachers’ Association
   *In Memory of Marilyn Wolf, Allan W. Neitzel, Donald Dillenburg, Susan Davis, Virginia Cotter, Carol Hatcher*
Jim and Clare Toynton
   *In Memory of Carol Hatcher*
Jim and Clare Toynton
   *In Memory of Mary Robinson*

Aurora Central Catholic High School Scholarship Fund in Honor of Father Jerome Leake
Al and Rita Doud
John and Eileen Miller

Aurora Firefighters Scholarship Endowment Fund in Memory of Tony Schoen
Ed and Nan Schoen
   *In Memory of Tony Schoen*

Aurora Junior Womans Club Scholarship Fund in Honor of Katy Fox
Aurora Junior Woman’s Club
   *Also from Aurora Children’s Dental Service*

The Aurora Kiwanis Club/G. William "Bill" Moore Scholarship Fund
George and Brenda Malina
   *In Celebration of Bill Moore’s 100th birthday*
Sharon and Ed Stredde
   *In Celebration of Bill Moore’s 100th Birthday*

Aurora Rotary Lyle E. Oncken Scholarship Endowment Fund
Aurora Rotary Club Foundation

Aurora Township Youth Foundation Scholarship Fund
Foundation for Aurora Township Senior & Youth Services

Mary Hogan Bencini Memorial Scholarship Fund
Kathleen Hogan Zieman
   *In Memory of Mary Bencini*
Mark R. and M. Janet Hogan

William & Edna Bennett Scholarship Fund
Kirk and Vicki Brauer
   *In Memory of Bill and Edna Bennett and Audra Brauer*
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Donald E. & Claire E. Brown Fund
Joyce Orland
    In Memory of Donald and Claire Brown

Todd C. Bryant Memorial Scholarship Fund
Sherry L. Bryant

Community Foundation Alumni Scholarship Endowment Fund
Wanda (Brunoehler) Grabow
    In Memory of Karen (Brunoehler) Acuff
Jean Hilger
    In Memory of George, Herta, and Tom Schindlbeck
James E. Martner
Eric M. Spratford, M.D.

Arthur D. & Mary Ann Court Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
John and Anita Court
    In Memory of Arthur D. and Mary Ann Court
Al and Rita Doud
Don and Carol Jensen
    In Memory of Chuck Jensen

Norman E. Dietz Memorial Scholarship Fund
Carolyn Benson Dietz

Dugan Family Scholarship Endowment Fund
Bill and Michelle Dugan

Howard & Sherry Eagle Scholarship Endowment Fund
Christine and Michael Crouch
    In Memory of Howard Eagle
Dave and Bonnie Wooten

Eagle Scout Scholarship Endowment Fund
Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary
Joy S. Rogerson
    In Memory of Robert Jeffery Rogerson
Mary V. Streit

Warren J. & Shirley J. Eggers Scholarship Fund
Shirley J. Eggers
    In Memory of Warren J. Eggers
Carol Fick
    In Memory of Warren J. Eggers

Philip B. Elfstrom & Peg Bond Scholarship Endowment Fund
Philip B. Elfstrom Estate
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Sandy Erxleben Memorial Scholarship Fund
Mary A. Frazer
  In Honor of Kathy Wagner
Mary A. Frazer
  In Honor of Kris Voreis
Kay E. Peters
  In Honor of Mary Frazer
Kris Voreis

August W. Fischer, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Julie A. Bromann
William S. and Constance A. Fornal
  In Memory of August Fischer

Louis R. Forte Music Scholarship Fund
Al and Rita Doud
William S. and Constance A. Fornal
  In Memory of Louis Forte for his birthday
Elizabeth Forte

Fox Industrial Park Scholarship Fund
Meadowvale, Inc.
Tiem Engineering Corporation

Dr. & Mrs. C.L. Gardner Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Judy Gardner Livengood

Geneva Academic Foundation Scholarship Fund
Geneva Academic Foundation

Goldsmith Family Endowment Fund
Bruce and Margot Goldsmith

Erin K. Harrison Memorial Scholarship Fund
M. Rempala
  In Memory of Erin Harrison
Pat and Lisa Stoll

Loraine Heriaud Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Lee and Becky Heriaud
  In Memory of Molly Grace Sodoro

Urban & Margaret Hipp Family Endowment Fund
David B. and Sandra S. Hipp
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Dr. J. William & Arline Hoban Family Fund
  Arline D. Hoban
  Chris Hoban
  In Honor of Arline Hoban
  David A. Hoban
  Bill Hoban and Tina Luster
  Mike and Nancy Hoban
  In Honor of John William Hoban
  Sarah Hoban and Mitch Walker
  In Honor of Arline Hoban
  Suzanne Hoban
  In Honor of Arline and Bill Hoban

Robin M. Hodgson Memorial Scholarship Fund
  John W. Hodgson
  In Memory of Robin Hodgson

Ben Horonzy Memorial Scholarship Fund
  Thomas and Jeanne Horonzy

INC Board Latino Master of Social Work Scholarship Fund
  INC Board, NFP

Stanley F. & Janette I. Karnoscaek Scholarship Fund
  Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary

Keyes2Life Scholarship Fund
  Cornucopia Staffing Solutions

Library Education Scholarship Fund
  Jeanne Hintz

Masus Financial Group Scholarship Fund
  John J. and Karen J. Masus

Michael David McGrath Scholarship Endowment Fund
  Ken McGrath and Julie Kaeser
  Matt and Lindsay McGrath
  Pat McGrath
  In Memory of Michael David McGrath

Armando Mendez Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
  James and Mary Stallons
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**G. William & Freda S. Moore Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- A. Lee and Arlene A. Thurow
  *In Celebration of Bill Moore’s 100th birthday*
- Kathleen A. Tollaksen
  *In Celebration of Bill Moore’s 100th birthday*

**Robert L. & Marjory J. Nelson Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Lois Johnson

**Theodore Silseth Nelson Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Kay Jordan Kohl
  *In Memory of Theodore Silseth Nelson*
- Theodore S. Nelson Estate

**Neal & Margery Ray Ormond Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Gayle M. Ormond
- Martin and Andrea John Ormond
  *In Honor of the Life of Madeleine John*

**Christine A. Ponquinette Memorial/INC Board Minority Student Scholarship Fund**
- INC Board, NFP

**Lance Corporal Hector Ramos Memorial Scholarship Fund**
- Mark M. Haddad
  *In Memory of Hector Ramos*
- Saul Olivas

**Moshe Jamil Rogers Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Al and Rita Doud
- James and Mary Stallons

**Roots/Pauly Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Tom and Noreen Helm
  *In Honor of Karen Helm*

**Rotary Club of Aurora Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Rotary Club of Aurora
  *In Memory of William Alexander Greene*
- Kathleen A. Tollaksen
  *In Memory of William Alexander Greene*

**Daniel W. Schindlbeck Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Jean Hilger
  *In Memory of Dan Schindlbeck*

**Shelley Scott Fund**
- Connie B. Scott
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**Thomas P. Sperry Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Dr. Thomas A. and Nicola E. Daniels
- Jill Sperry

**Drs. Sara & Daniel Susmano Scholarship Fund**
- Dr. Daniel E. Susmano

**Swami Vivekananda Scholarship Fund**
- Dunham Fund

**Towers Family Fund**
- John and Eileen Miller

**James & Clarice Toynton Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- James H. and Clarice G. Toynton

**Trembacki & Hultgren Families Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Mark and Debbie Trembacki
  - *In Memory of Raymond and Janice Trembacki*

**Dustin Villarreal Family Memorial Scholarship Fund**
- Morgan Stanley
  - *On behalf of Mark Ratay*
- Curtis Stewart

**Robert H. & Shirley N. Waldo Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary
- The Terry Morrison Family

**Brian Weiland Instrumental Music Camp Endowment Fund**
- Erica and John Genise
  - *In Memory of Brian Weiland*

**West Aurora High School Class of 1963 Scholarship Fund**
- Lincoln Lockhart
- Ralph D. Voris

**Judy Whinfrey Memorial Nursing Scholarship Fund**
- Northwestern Memorial Foundation

**John V. Winkle Foundation**
- Weldstar

**Albert M. Zari Scholarship Fund**
- Albert M. Zari Foundation
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**Zonta Club of Aurora Scholarship Endowment Fund**
- Patricia A. Novak
  - In Memory of Sue Darby
- Stephen and Pamela Schindel

**Designated Funds**

*The following Designated Funds were established to support specific organizations or areas of interest.*

**100 Women Who Care Fox Valley Fund**
- Animal House Veterinary Hospital
- Art of Hair & Beauty Ltd.
- ASV Insurance Agency Inc.
  - On behalf of Kim Murphy and Amanda
- Miranda Barfuss
- Alicia S. Brooks
- Kim Byrne
- Linda Callaghan
- Kelly A. Carlson
- Ami Christianson
- Albert Cianci
- Stacey Connelly
- Taksina Davis
- Vicki L. Deane
- Tina Drzonek
- Sharon L. Ellermann
- Sue Fricano
- Mary Funkhouser
- Nancy Gambrel
- Nicole A. Gibbard
- Lori G. Hewitt
- Karen A. Hubbs
- Tracy Kabeshita
- Cathy Law
- Theoni Limouris
- Rosalind L. Lusk
- Anita Malik
- Carol L. Murin
- Kimberly A. Murphy
- Amy E. Nelson
- Angela Neri
- Ellen Odom
- Jackie Orama
- Kris Pasterak
- Frances Piekarski
- Pamela Poczekaj
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**100 Women Who Care Fox Valley Fund (continued)**
- Ellen Posledni
  - *In Memory of Matthew Nena*
- Colleen M. Puttin
- Leslie J. Silver
- Stacey L. Sutter
- Amy Vidlak Girmscheid
- Heather Wankowski
- John Wazio, DDS
- Julia A. Wohlwend
- Karen M. Wydra
- Karen Yunker

**100 Women Who Care Fox Valley Operations Fund**
- Green Tree Bookkeeping, Inc.
  - Michelle Langevin Carter

**A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Administrative Endowment Fund**
- Butch Ethington
  - *In Memory of Warren Felts*

**A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Fund**
- 20/10 Engineering Group, LLC
- Jim and Ruth Benson
- Jeffry A. and Patricia E. Butler
- John and Mary Ann Gee
  - *In Memory of Susan Solfisburg Davis*
- Jean A. Goehlen
  - *In Memory of Susan Davis*
- Kirchofer's Sports
- Frances I. Voris Myers
  - *In Honor of Scott Voris*
- Old Second National Bank
- Neal and Mary Clark Ormond
- Paisley Foundation
  - *Recommended by Margaret and Kenneth Barnes In Memory of Susan Davis*
- PMA Securities, Inc.
- Robert W. Baird & Company Inc.
- Schneider School Retired Teachers
  - *In Memory of Fred Brown*
- Lambert R. and Pat J. Swanson
  - *In Memory of Warren Felts*
- Brent and Jean Wadsworth
- Weldstar Company
- Mary Lou Zolper
  - *In Memory of Doug Zolper and Melissa Zolper Davidson*
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A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Reading Endowment Fund
A+ Board
   In Honor of Frank K. Voris
Sanjay Shetty
Frank K. Voris Family
Frank and Char Voris
   In Memory of Delores Sauer
Frank K. and Charlotte S. Voris
   In Memory of Jill Habermeyer
Frank K. and Charlotte S. Voris
   In Memory of Thomas A. Neupert

A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Reading Initiative Fund
   Kevin S. Fitzpatrick
   The Label Printers

Gerald D. Abel Memorial Endowment Fund
   Gerald D. Abel Estate

Association for Individual Development Fund
   Mike and Vicki Morcos
   Carol Winkle

Aurora American Legion Band Fund
   George and Marla Hensel
      In Celebration of 80 years of Aurora Legion Band
   The Lindahl-Heymann Family

Aurora East Educational Foundation Endowment Fund
   Carol M. Thompson

Aurora Police Foundation Fund
   Sam and Antonette Baiardo
      In Honor of Aurora Police Department
   Laura Barton

Aurora Public Art Commission Fund
   Sheridan Camp #2, Illinois SUVCW

Batavia Arts Council Fund
   Allen+Pepa Architects
   Irene Anderson
   Batavia Academy of Dance
   Confident Aire, Inc.
   The Dyers
      In Honor of Donald Sullivan
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Batavia Arts Council Fund (continued)
  Victoria Jozef
  In Memory of Donald Sullivan
  Neri Landscape
  Patti Rambo
  Sherry W. Schultz
  In Honor of Donald Sullivan
  Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
  On behalf of Michael Katz
  Tina St. Angelo Wetzel
  In Memory of Donald Sullivan
  Vicki White
  In Memory of Donald Sullivan

Batavia Public Library Foundation Fund
  Ronald G. and Carol J. Bellei
  Roger and Judith Breisch
  Lynn Elam
  Martha Gimnig
  Lawrence E. and Kathleen E. Gunderson
  The Holmstad Residents Association
  James E. and Beverly A. Johnson
  Sarah T. Kimber
  Donald G. and Judith H. Larson
  Helen J. Larson
  Richard and Marcia Lathrop
  William C. Miller III
  Barbara Palmer
  Frank and Jane Pollack
  Amy Stewart
  Doug Sullivan
  Donald C. and Sandra L. Vocht
  Roberta C. Von Lunen
  Alan P. and Jane M. Wolff
  Joseph C. and Gale W. Yagel

Ben Smiles Memorial Foundation
  Jennifer Adam
  In Honor of Lisa Olinger
  Mrs. Adam's Norton Creek 2nd Grade Students
  In Honor of Jennifer Adam (Norton Creek Teacher)
  Shelly Arnold
  Amy Baugh
  In Memory of Benjamin Gerlach
  The Benevity Community Impact Fund
  On behalf of Sebastian Pigeon
  David Boltz
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Ben Smiles Memorial Foundation  (continued)
   Michael P. and Amy L. Brasley
   Carolyn Buhrow
   Colonial Cafe and Ice Cream
   The Connell Family
   Yesenia Corral
   Ryan G. and Janna L. Evans
   Misty Feiza
   Lora A. Harrison
      In Memory of Ben’s Aunt Gretchen and Uncle James
   Lora A. Harrison
      In Memory of Ben’s Aunt Gretchen and Uncle James
   Lora A. Harrison
      In Memory of My Grandson Benjamin
   Mark D. and M. Catherine Haynes
   Elizabeth Kannegiesser
   Cindy Kathe
   Janet Kemper and Jane Beck
   Christy Mair
      In Memory of Ben and Wayne
   Amy Mann
   Kathleen W. McAlvany
   Elaine McClure
      On behalf of LaDonna and Elaine
   William and Elaine McClure
   Barbara Naylor
   Sebastien Pigeon
   Gail Pittman
   Robert Pond
   Krista Schroeder
   Kendra Smith
   Patricia Sparks
      In Memory of Ben Gerlach
   The Spetens
      In Memory of Ben Gerlach
   Patty Turbak
   Tabitha Van Puyenbroeck
   Andrea Warmbier
      In Memory of Benjamin Gerlach
   The Winkofsky Family

Robert E. Brent Memorial Fund
   Janice R. Brent
      In Memory of Robert E. Brent

Don & Betty Brownson Endowment Fund
   Anne L. Vickery
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**Scout Cantrell Youth Aquatic Scholarship**  
For Scout Foundation

**Child Welfare Society Endowment Fund**  
John and Eileen Miller

**William P. & Michelle D. Dugan Catholic Mass Fund**  
Bill and Michelle Dugan

**Dr. Sherry R. Eagle Educational Endowment Fund**  
Sherry R. Eagle  
*In Celebration of Harrison and Braeden Fischoff*

**Edward & Frances Fauth Endowment Fund**  
Daniel Fauth  
*In Memory of Dr. Gregory Fauth*

**Friends of Aurora Animal Control & Care Fund**  
Betty Ann Brancato  
*In Honor of New Adoptee Prince Harry*  
CFFRV Staff  
*In Memory of Jim and Judy Baish's Peggy*

**Friends of Phillips Park Fund**  
Dick's Mini Donuts  
John and Eileen Miller  
*In Memory of Frank Darby*

**Friends of Ron Clark Park Fund**  
Lois M. Bushman Spognardi  
Jack and Kathleen Koteles

**Geneva Academic Foundation Endowment Fund**  
Kelly B. Nowak

**Geneva Academic Foundation Teacher Grants Fund**  
Geneva Academic Foundation

**Geneva Academic Foundation Viking Voyage to Excellence Fund**  
Angela Chalberg-Pool

**Geneva Cultural Arts Center Fund**  
Geneva Foundation for the Arts

**Geneva Foundation for the Arts Endowment Fund**  
Geneva Foundation for the Arts
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We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the **Fourth Quarter of 2017**.

---

**Melvin & Irene Goldman Endowment Fund for the Arts**
- Carson Family Foundation

**Wayne & Karin Greenawalt Family Endowment Fund**
- Wayne and Karin Greenawalt

**Greene Family Forest Preserve Endowment Fund**
- George and Kathy Ball
- Charles and Judith Shepard

**William Alexander & Marjory Mather Greene Endowment Fund**
- Betty and James Carson
  - *In Memory of William Alexander Greene*
- William Alexander Greene Trust

**Holy Angels Food Pantry Fund**
- Alfred Bersted Foundation

**Humane Society of Aurora Fund**
- Charlotte Erickson
  - *In Memory of Tim Erickson*
- The Klimek Family
  - *In Honor of Sarah Lindsay*
- Jorge and Mary Morfin
- Our Lady of Mercy Staff
  - *In Honor of Fr. Don McLaughlin*
- Rick and Liz Rudow

**Robert & Patricia Michels Family Endowment Fund**
- Lenore Blatner
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Margie Braun Levine
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Anne Chevalier
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Joyce A. Childress
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Howard and Barbara Edwards
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Gerald Hopp
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Douglas D. and Candace R. Johnson
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- Christine Klepp
  - *In Memory of Patricia Michels*
- David and Linda Michels
Community Kindness Gratefully Acknowledged

We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the Fourth Quarter of 2017.

Robert & Patricia Michels Family Endowment Fund  (continued)
  Terrence and Julia Michels
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Dolores J. Miklosik
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Bob and Ann Miller
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Robert J. and Marcia D. Novack
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  D. Joyce Orland
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  John M. and Doris A. Post
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Ann Pressel
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Mark E. and Janice M. Rudolph
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Dorothy Weiss
    In Memory of Patricia Michels
  Sue and Harry Summit
    In Memory of Gerald and Barbara Morrow

James & Katherine Navota Endowment Fund
  Jim and Kathy Navota

New England Congregational Church Music Endowment Fund
  Frank and Char Voris
    In Memory of Larry D. Banker

Operation Snowball - Greater Fox River Valley Fund
  Chipotle Mexican Grill
  Kane County Teachers Credit Union

Operation Support Our Troops Illinois Inc. - Allen J. Lynch Endowment Fund
  Operation Support Our Troops - America

Meg Papadolias Endowment Fund
  Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary
  Laurel M. Ormond
    In Honor of Meg Papadolias

Paramount Arts Centre Endowment Fund
  Becky Davis
    In Honor of Nancy Davis
  Leslie Wadsworth
Community Kindness Gratefully Acknowledged

We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the **Fourth Quarter of 2017**.

---

**Phillips Park Zoociety Fund**  
Natasha Daman  
Kevin Dockery  
The Egan Family

**SciTech Endowment Fund**  
David M. Berg

**Clyde & Kathryn Case Shields Kiwanis Legacy Endowment Fund**  
Clyde W. and Kathryn C. Shields

**Hunter William Shodeen Memorial Fund**  
Cecilia Le Ridou  
*In Memory of Hunter Shodeen*  
Shodeen Family Foundation  
*In Memory of Hunter Shodeen*  
Samantha Shodeen and Colton Meisinger  
*In Memory of Hunter Shodeen*

**Sharon Stredde Administrative Endowment Fund**  
Duncan M. Alexander

**Stutz Family Fund**  
Alan John Stutz M.D.

**Suicide Prevention Services Endowment Fund**  
Lisa Anderson  
Neal Leatherman and Skylar Leatherman  
*In Memory of Elliott Smith*  
Kathy Neuman and Susan Pryzeki

**Taking Back Our Community Fund**  
Rufus L. and Brenda E. Banks  
Phyllis C. Cowherd  
Dallas D. and Cordelia G. Scott

**Jacques & Charlotte Toussaint Endowment Fund**  
Jacques J. Toussaint Estate

**TriCity Family Services Endowment Fund**  
TriCity Family Services, Inc.

**University of Illinois Extension Kane County Unit Fund**  
Kane County Fair Association
Community Kindness Gratefully Acknowledged

We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the **Fourth Quarter of 2017**.

**Village of Gilberts Community Days Fund**
- Blackhawk BBQ & Seafood, Inc.
- Comcast Cable

**Water Street Studios Endowment Fund**
- Jan and Cathel Macleod  
  *In Memory of Adam Graves*

**Weasel’s Boy Scout Campership Fund**
- Thomas G. and Delores D. Brooks
- Scott F. and Kelly E. McCleary

**West Aurora Class of 1958 Fund**
- Jean A. Goehlen  
  *In Memory of Thomas W. Reeves*
- Neal Ormond  
  *In Memory of Bill Barr*
- Neal Ormond  
  *In Memory of Jerry Phillips*

**West Aurora High School Library Endowment Fund**
- Frances I. Voris Myers
- Ralph D. Voris

**Lewis E. & Doris M. Whitt Memorial Endowment Fund**
- Stuart L. and Rebecca A. Whitt

**Richard & Carole Wyatt Endowment Fund**
- A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools  
  *In Memory of Arthur Wyatt*
- Chip and Mary St. Jules